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Abstract: Open science is considered a new science paradigm to make research accessible, accountable, and effective. Open science is already changing the academic profession starting from micro-practices to professional relations with epistemic communities and stakeholders, with implications that we are not yet able to predict. The article delves first into literature and official documentation to unfold the discursive regimes which sustain the spread of open science. A specific focus is then devoted to the professional transition, highlighting the role of funding organizations in setting the new science environment and the subjective experience of academics. The article is completed by a case study in the field of Research Data Management where the misalignment among incumbent/changing processes can be more apparent. Finally, a research agenda that focuses on how academic micro-practices are affecting organizations and science structures is proposed. This article aims at beginning to plow the ground for new research directions to emerge.
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1. Introduction

The academic profession has always been the process of change, but the factors constituting the change have evolved over time. New aspects which were not present previously or which were not considered as scientific or purely academic have started to play a role. One of the most challenging factors is the increasing claim for open access to scientific knowledge production and processes (Kogan, Teichler, 2007), namely open science. This happens for example when researchers feel obliged to incorporate openness in peer judgment to remain credible, for example, by giving priority to the social relevance or impact of research outcomes. Indeed, open science represents: «an approach to research that is collaborative, transparent and accessible» (O’Carrol et al., 2017: 8).
The article aims at investigating some implications that open science has on the academic profession shedding light on the process of “industrialization of academic activities” (Kogan, Teichler, 2007), namely the passage from craft production to (organized) production processes based on specialization of tasks, and standardization. Our study is inspired by Science and Technology Studies and theoretically underpinned by the work of the pragmatist philosopher of science John Dewey (1958) on the knitting between science and the social, political, and economic apparatuses of society. Open science is here considered as a socio-technical construct, which combines the social and the technical and it is, at the same time, shaped by academic professionals, as well as shaping the academic profession.

Firstly, we retrace the guiding discursive frameworks which sustain in literature the spread of open science and the adoption of the open paradigm within research funding schemes and institutions. Furthermore, we give quantitative evidence and figures drawn from secondary data analysis highlighting actual difficulties in practicing open science. By searching the Scopus catalogue, we detected the amount of reflection about open science through the number of publications and the spread of open access practices among the different disciplines. We also present the results of several international surveys conducted on academic researchers to analyze their behaviors and opinions on open science. The article is completed by a case study, the OBERRED project, which aimed to construct an ecosystem for training and certification in Research Data Management (RDM). Finally, by combining the theoretical framework with the quantitative data on open science spread, and the findings from our case study, we contribute to identifying critical points and implications in the long run to be further investigated.

A paramount critical point for open science is the development of appropriate skills and dedicated professional profiles. In this respect, the open science paradigm requires that the hybrid nature of researcher’s profiles is recognized and assessed. In addition, more consistent and dedicated research aiming to bind together the space of policy, the space of debate and the space of practices should be developed. Model publishing, RDM practices, as well as governance approaches (top-down vs bottom-up) and claims for reproducibility are the research streams of the proposed research agenda.

2. How open science is depicted: three narratives and an ontology

Open Science is a prismatic notion based on a series of assumptions about the future of scientific knowledge and its dissemination. Every single concept variation is sustained by a system of norms, values and narratives which act as a ‘discursive regime’, counter-narratives capable of changing, reorienting, determining, modeling new epistemologies of science and research (Foucault, 1977).

A first, multi-layered set of narratives is about the democratization of scientific results and processes (Feyerabend, 1975). The social and educational benefits to making research outputs accessible without financial, legal and technical barriers (Van der Zee, Reich, 2018) have been highlighted, and open science has been said also to enable the rights for all people, because scientific results have "a powerful effect on people’s capacity to speak up as active citizens on matters that are shaping their
city and their world" (Appadurai, 2013: 281). Open access, open data practices, and policy frameworks are those that may have the biggest impact on the academic profession, contributing to accelerating scientific progress; as the possibility to access a consistent amount of data on Covid-19 has largely demonstrated. The pandemic spread and emphasized the narrative that opening access to knowledge and data can help tremendously in identifying effective therapies and vaccines. In 2020 alone, more than 85 thousand publications about Covid were indexed by Scopus, of which 80% are open access. The Coronavirus Disease Research Community - COVID-19 on Zenodo.org is a concrete example of informal sharing micro-practices combined with community collecting research outputs and datasets that may be relevant to mitigate Covid-19 effects and to increase pressure for research findings accountability and democratization, according to the Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable (FAIR) principles of Open Science.

From a societal outlook, the European Commission is strongly fostering the development of initiatives about citizen science, which means, on one side, a science that is responsive to citizens' concerns and needs and, on the other side, that citizens themselves could produce reliable scientific knowledge (Irwin, 1995).

Citizen science can play a transformative role on science-society relations widening the social relevance of academic research and contributing to spread concepts, methods, and procedures of scientific reasoning to unconventional publics. Examples are developing in natural and social sciences. In natural science amateur bird watchers voluntarily contributed scientific data, in humanities, Zooniverse is a transcription tool to help volunteers participate in more than 50 scientific projects and to help to transcribe ancient papyri. Citizen science aims at increasing participation and transparency, and this may have a positive impact on democracy.

The second narrative is about the effectiveness of research processes through its infrastructure. Indeed, the practices just mentioned could have not become established unless the distribution of knowledge had not been enhanced by means of digital technologies. The open science paradigm gains momentum in the interplay between the humans (the researchers and the other stakeholders involved in research processes) and the technological tools and infrastructures (Decuypere, Simons, 2014). So, the development of frameworks for the sharing of information and data such as the FAIR principles, the Common European Research Information Format (CERIF) and the OpenAIRE guidelines are clear efforts to enable that cultural change required for the development of open science (MacCallum, 2018). Thus, the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) and the Research Data Alliance (RDA) play the role of organizational nerves that embodied the sharing processes through the building of common data infrastructure and strategies. ICTs facilitate, therefore, the exchange of good practices, the large-scale dissemination of results, and the deployment of referencing management tools, as well as new forms of academic and professional recognition. The web environment has also maximized the fruition of opportunities by pushing cultural institutions to be more responsive in respect of their constituency’s needs and expectations. More specifically, the digital tools that served open science are social and collaboration networks for scientists, platforms for sharing frameworks and principles, and data repositories and archives. Nentwich and König (2012) point to social networks for scientists, such as ResearchGate and Mendeley, explaining how they are functional for the establishing of networks, for the creation of thematic expert groups, communication purposes, and
self-promotion. In parallel, alternative impact measurements (such as altmetrics) have been developed starting from the sharing of raw science material as well as experimental designs, nanopublications, self-publishing via blogs, annotations and mentions systems and so on. In this diverse epistemic ecosystem, altmetrics is becoming essential to sift these new forms of academic discourse, since they’re not retrieved by the traditional means for the communication of science.

So, we come to the third series of narratives that sustained the discourse about open science: the claim for transparency. Bowman and Keen lay out an ‘onion model’ of open science that

"describes increasing levels of transparency and suggests how open science practices can be understood less as a revolutionary concept, but more as a logical extension of some of the historical pillars of scientific norms" (Bowman and Keen, 2018: 363).

The debate about open science is then, in our opinion a late consequence of the Merton’s (1942) discussion of science as the «extension of certified knowledge» (Bowman, Keen, 2018: 117). In other words, over «the reproducibility of established findings» (ivi, 364), which is the pillar that supports the whole scaffolding of scientific communication and results validation. The question represented by Bowman and Keen as an ‘onion model’ (see figure 1) is, in fact, all over a matter of incremental transparency along the inquiry process, as well as a matter of research integrity. In the ‘onion model’ the first four layers are almost common practices in the scientific communities, but the highest level of transparency is reached with the pre-registered reports which are

«broadly understood as a process by which authors publicly document their core study logic, hypotheses, research design, and an a priori plan for their data analysis» (Bowman, Keen, 2018: 368).

The pre-registered reports allow, in fact, to understand and check the original formulation of research hypotheses by preventing them from altering because of research findings, and to review research material in two stages, at the time of study design and after the research execution\(^1\).

---

\(^1\) Some scientific journals have already experienced the pre-registered model. This is the case of the Journal of Media Psychology, special issue 2017 (Bowman, Keen, 2018).
Open science is therefore said to improve the transparency and validity of research. This perspective has been clearly remarked by the 2017 recommendations of the EU Working Group on Rewards under Open Science. In fact,

"Open science goes hand in hand with research integrity and requires legal and ethical awareness on the part of researchers. A driver for open science is improving the transparency and validity of research as well as in regard to public ownership of science, particularly that which is publicly funded" (O’Carroll et al., 2017, p.4).

Finally, the concept has been operationalized to shed the light on its multifaceted nature. One of the most comprehensive ontologies was proposed by the Foster Project to support the shift towards open science, by training the young generation of researchers. What figure 2 makes apparent, is the level of the conceptual diversification and the need for formalizing Open Science. We may see this process as the ‘constitutionalization’ in progress of a new knowledge field, requiring a certain level
of innovation in the concepts used, processes and tools. There is probably not any other argumentative device in open science with such a normative power.

3. What researchers think about open science

In this section we are going to present figures drawn from Scopus and from international comparative surveys about open science run by academic researchers. The analysis of these different sources aims, on one side, to map the dimensions that form (and the schools that inspire) the open science paradigm and, on the other side, to study the behaviors and the opinion of researchers toward open science by focusing on two of the most crucial dimensions: open access and open data. ‘Open Science’ has been used as a keyword to search Scopus, the bibliographic search engine created in 2004 by Elsevier. Our query returned 615 documents with ‘open science’ in the title, within the period 2002-2019. 54.9%, of these 593 publications are open access, distributed on-line, free of cost.

The debate on open science in publications takes on a momentum of its own in 2003, its distribution over time shows an increase in 2007, and an acceleration in 2013 (see figure 3). Among these, open access publications followed the same curve, with a sharp increase in 2013 (see figure 3).

Fig. 3 Number of publications with “Open Science” in the title by year and publishing model (2002-2019).
Source: Authors’ elaboration on Scopus.

Nevertheless, the diffusion of open access differs sharply among the different disciplinary fields. Social sciences are leading the way, with almost 17% of the total open access publications on open science (see figure 4). Computer Sciences, Medicine and Multidisciplinary follow with 9.5%, all the other disciplines are slightly above, or below, 5% of the total of open access publications on open science.
In the second step, we analyzed the keywords associated by the author with the indexed publications, and their relationships. The keywords cloud was developed with VosViewer, a software tool for the construction and visualization of bibliometric networks developed by the Center for Science and Technology Studies of the University of Leiden. VosViewer is able to build conceptual networks starting from the co-occurrences of keywords and displaying them in the form of graphic maps according to emergent clusters (see figure 5). The result is a graph where clusters of co-occurrences highlight the different strands taken by the scientific debate about the open science paradigm.

---

2 A cluster is a set of elements included in the map. In VosViewer clusters do not work in overlap. An article can belong to only one cluster. Clusters do not have to cover exhaustively all the elements of a map. Therefore, there may be elements that do not belong to a cluster. For this analysis, the minimum number of occurrences of a keyword is 5. On a total of 1016 keywords, 25 meet the threshold. For each of the 25 keywords, the total strength of the occurrence links with other keywords has been calculated by the software. The graph represents only the keywords with the greatest total link strength.
In the left down part of the graph, we find the keywords connected with open access, research data management, open data and libraries. This is definitively a cluster related to the availability of research outputs, but two different arguments emerge, one concerned with the accessibility of the research process (open data, research data management, open source) the other with the accessibility of the research products, the publications (open access, academic libraries). The second category intertwines the infrastructural elements of open science, the majority of the non-human actors that structure open science as socio-material construct. In the top left section of the graph, we find cloud computing, repositories, big data, data management, all the material actants (Latour, 1985) that interact with researchers and sometimes resist them. The top right corner of the graph is the space of collaborative research. Here we find peer review, communication between scholars, and participation of citizens to science, the network of human actors that can play a role in the making of open science. In the cluster at the right bottom of the graph we find all the values that inspire the debate on open science for the sake of science. Reproducibility, replicability, transparency are all keywords linked to the idea that open science means more accountable and recursive protocols. Finally, it is worth noting that publishing creates a very consistent link with open science and open access, as it is the very basic material act of academic work. It is not accidental that the future of scholarly publishing was one of the eight pillars established by the European Commission in 2018 together with FAIR data, the European Open Science Cloud, education and skills, rewards and incentives, next-generation metrics (‘Altmetrics’), research integrity and citizen science (Ayris et al., 2018). Also, publication policies have lots of implications on researcher careers and peer assessment as demonstrated by the growing discontent towards current evaluation systems.

Based on a literature review, Fecher and Friesike (2014) retraced five open science schools of thought – ‘iterative motives and patterns of argumentation that form more or less distinct streams’ (p.18) - which perfectly fit the categories (access, data storage, collaboration, reproducibility, publishing) highlighted in the VosViewer graph:
• The public school, concerning public science accessibility and comprehensibility.
• The democratic school, concerning the access to knowledge production.
• The pragmatic school, concerning the efficiency of research through collaboration.
• The infrastructuring school, concerns the technological architectures including social networks and distributed computing.
• The measurement school, concerning the seeking for alternative impact assessment processes.

These schools of thought, though deeply intertwined, also evoke different understandings of open science, according to the diversity of stakeholders and their needs (researchers from all fields, policy makers, platform programmers and operators, publishers, and the interested public).

The systematization work by Fecher and Friesike (2014) focused mainly on two paradigm shifts, concerning science-society relationship: from closed to open and from individual to collective inspired by the search for efficiency and collaboration. However, in light of progress made by the academic reflection and policy making (Owen et al., 2012; Owen, von Schomberg, & Macnaghten, 2021; Novitzky et al. 2020), and taking into account the pressing demand for transparency, gender equality, sustainability and responsiveness, Fecher and Friesike’s table needs to be further integrated. In the last ten years, in fact, several collective actors (policy institutions, advocacy organizations etc.), started to foster anticipative, reactive and reflective science actions to foresee (and adjust when necessary) the side effects of technology innovation processes and to address societal challenges (i.e SDGs).

Thus, two new directions clearly emerged in EC official documentations and in STS literature: an ethical and a deliberative school (tab. 1) aiming at moving open science a step forward in Responsive Research and Innovation. RII is a policy-driven framework defined as “the on-going process of aligning research and innovation to the values, needs and expectations of society” requiring that all stakeholders are mutually responsive and responsible to each other for the processes and outcomes of research and innovation (Rome Declaration, 2014)3.

Again, with these two new schools, we are witnessing another paradigm shift, from the efficiency of research to its responsiveness to societal challenges4. Both are likely to have interesting implications for academic and research work (Owen and Pansera, 2019).

Table 1 Open Science schools of thought. Source: Authors’ elaboration on (Fecher and Friesike 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School of thought</th>
<th>Central assumption</th>
<th>Involved groups</th>
<th>Central Aim</th>
<th>Tools &amp; Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Democratic</td>
<td>The access to knowledge is unequally distributed.</td>
<td>Scientists, politicians, citizens</td>
<td>Making knowledge freely available for everyone.</td>
<td>Open Access, intellectual property rights, Open data, Open code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatic</td>
<td>Knowledge-creation could be more efficient if scientists worked together.</td>
<td>Scientists</td>
<td>Opening up the process of knowledge creation.</td>
<td>Wisdom of the crowds, network effects, Open Data, Open Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>Efficient research depends on the available tools and applications.</td>
<td>Scientists &amp; platform providers</td>
<td>Creating openly available platforms, tools and services for scientists.</td>
<td>Collaboration platforms and tools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public</td>
<td>Science needs to be made accessible to the public.</td>
<td>Scientists &amp; citizens</td>
<td>Making science accessible for citizens.</td>
<td>Citizen Science, Science PR, Science Blogging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>Scientific contributions today need alternative impact measurements.</td>
<td>Scientists &amp; politicians</td>
<td>Developing an alternative metric system for scientific impact.</td>
<td>Altmetrics, peer review, citation, impact factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethical</td>
<td>Science needs to be aligned with the needs, values and expectations of society. Be</td>
<td>Scientists, public authorities,</td>
<td>Ensuring accountable, responsible, ethical, and socially desirable outcomes</td>
<td>Research Integrity Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliberative</td>
<td>responsible, ethically bound and able to take into account the real-world complexity</td>
<td>citizens, innovators &amp; civil society</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The role of funding organizations has also been pivotal in dictating the rules for open access publication, also fostering institutional mandates and policies. Figure 6 shows results of open science publications by funding organizations and the model of publishing. By comparing the figures, the role exercised on openness by research sponsors emerged. The compliance to funding rules about open access has been, in fact, one of the key factors enabling a change in research and academic institutions. Organizations such as the US National Science Foundation and the National Institutes of Health have had the strongest role in publishing strategies together with the European Commission and its funding programs. In 2007, the EU Commission adopted a Communication (COM/2007/0056) on scientific information in the digital age for the first time, followed by Council conclusions inviting the Commission to experiment with open access to scientific publications resulting from projects funded by EU research framework program. Later on, in 2012, the EU Commission has recommended (C(2012) 4890) to define clear policies for the dissemination of results and open access to scientific publications resulting from publicly funded research, providing: a) concrete objectives and indicators to measure progress; b) implementation plans, including the allocation of responsibilities; c) associated financial planning.

The European Commission has also created a platform to monitor the process (the Open Science Monitor), obtaining quantitative and qualitative insights on the ongoing development of open science practices. One of the duties of the Open Science Monitor is to highlight emerging trends and specific patterns in the publishing choices of academic researchers. For example, during the period 2009-2018 the general trend of so called ‘Green’ publications has a positive trend passing from 20,4% in 2009 to 26,9% in 2017, but in 2018 it comes as a surprise the downfall of green publication to 15,3%. The rank clearly highlights the primacy of some countries such as the United Kingdom (43,9 %) and Switzerland (42,8%) against Italy, where Green publications reached only 30,3 %. Furthermore, Green publication in the multidisciplinary domain reaches 68,7%, against the medical and health

---

5 Publications are classified in Gold, Green, Hybrid, Bronze according to the degree of openness allowed by journals. Green publications are those journal articles that are also available in an open access repository. Data from Open Science Monitoring have been aggregated per domain according to the OECD classification 2007, Frascati Manual.
science where open journal publication (Gold) and use of open repository (Green) have a longstanding history. Publications in social and political sciences step behind with only 13% of publications using Green repositories.

Fig. 7 Percentage of Open Access publications per type and domain (1979-2020). Source: Open Science Monitoring, Reference date 2009-2018, our elaboration.

These differences in open access between disciplinary fields shed the light on somehow divergent practices (see figure 7), questioning the open paradigm as a comprehensive framework, that instead may reproduce the traditional divide among data-driven sciences and the social sciences and humanities (Sidler 2014). In fact, as detected by the EOSC-Pillar National Initiative Survey published in 2020, research infrastructures at a national level provide Social Sciences (25%), Humanities (18%) and Agricultural Sciences (14%) less frequently, with services while Natural Sciences communities (66%), Medical and Health Sciences (36%), Engineering and Technology (33%) are better served. However, the development of e-infrastructures seems to entail balancing the distributions of services among the different disciplines, with Humanities (45%) following Natural Sciences (69%) it is likely, thanks to the strong effort spent in organizing digital archives and virtual libraries. Social Sciences (38%) close the list together with Agricultural Sciences (30%). Figures are, of course, country-specific, with Italy and Austria observing for Humanities percentages above the mean.

In the last 10 years an international agenda around open data has also emerged. According to the Open Data Report run on 1200 researchers in 2016 and 2018, open data and open access are an emerging attitude of academic researchers. Almost 76% of the 1200 sampled academics declare to share data in some form. 66% believe that sharing data increases the possibilities for collaboration, the reproducibility of research (57%), encourages other researchers to do the same and, moreover, related publications are more likely to be cited. The open data culture is constantly growing, together with the awareness that open data represents an opportunity to enlarge and enhance academic networks. The report highlights that the role of funding policies is pivotal in requiring open access and

---

7 A year-long, co- conducted study between Elsevier and the Centre for Science and Technology Studies.
open data, although the effort in research data management seems mainly assigned to researchers individually, since the 52% of respondents said that their institution does not provide funds to cover the costs of managing or archiving research data. Dissemination of data is primarily contained within the current publishing system. Indeed, the preferred method of research data dissemination is publication, though a large amount of data might remain unshared. When asked which Creative Commons license they would make their data available under, 62% answered that they did not know. Where researchers did provide an answer, they tended to favor more restrictive licenses. Overall, this suggests that researchers might have a lack of knowledge regarding the sharing and reuse of data, which may affect their willingness to do so. Indeed, according to the EOSC-Pillar National Initiative Survey (2020), only 50% of the e-Infrastructures in the countries covered by the survey have an access policy for services and data, while a large amount of them are still planning to introduce it in the next two years. There are also meaningful differences among countries; for example, in Italy access to data is usually granted to the internal organization only.

The EOSC survey also contributes to shed the light on the most cumbersome issues for the individual researcher. For example, data curation seems the activity gaining the lowest level of attention (38% of repositories perform basic data curation). Thus,

“across countries, depositors are most concerned about the ‘effort of preparing the data for publication’ (58%), followed by ‘intellectual property (e.g. copyright)’ (52%), ‘lack of control over the usage of data’ (50%), ‘data protection’ (47%), ‘benefit of sharing data’ (40%) and ‘competitive disadvantage when sharing’ (39%)” (EOSC-Pillar 2020: 105).

What emerges from the literature about open data is a picture of very scattered initiatives across and within disciplinary fields that are happening primarily at the individual level. Academic researchers may be motivated to share data because it can increase their visibility (Patel, 2016), but at the same time they are demotivated because they may face technical problems, or find the effort too great (Childs et al., 2014). However, skill-gaps (Zuiderwijk, 2015) and lack of control over data production hinder researchers from opening their data up.

The development of skills and dedicated profiles is, in our opinion a very critical point for open data. Also for academia, the research data management is a relatively new area of practices that implies new expertise and engagement programmes, and paradoxically, this is also the least frequently regulated aspect of open science (EOSC-Pillar 2020). For example, although, on average, respondents predominantly indicated that they were familiar or very familiar with the concept of FAIR data with little difference between countries, when surveying about the implementation of each FAIR principle the picture becomes quite scattered. Showing that academic institutions preferred not to adopt formal policies, leaving cultural diversity and professional change to be supported and fostered by other means (ivi). What emerges from the opinions of researchers is that RDM is still considered an administrative burden. In Italy, for example, it has been noted that the choices made by some funders (i.e. European Union Framework Program) impact on departmental research units and researchers in respect to the organization and activities of departments, the type of knowledge produced, and the ways of doing research (Primeri, Reale, 2012). We have already noted that open science has primarily developed as a top-down regulatory policy, in the same fashion open research data seems a reality for expert groups supporting the EU policymaking, but it has
not yet become mainstream for the individual researcher. Referring to public sector information, for example, the open data maturity report 2019 (EU28)\(^8\) identified only three countries as ‘trend-setters’ (Ireland, Spain and France), while the most relevant group is the ‘beginners’ one. The report measured the data maturity level focusing on four pivotal dimensions: policy, portal, quality, and impact. It clearly shows the gap among the policy level of data governance (average 74%) and the impact level of re-use practices (average 57%), highlighting the relevance of creating a data culture in society as a whole\(^9\).

In other words, it seems that various aspects of how academic works are supposed to change. Answering the request of opening the research data means that academics must learn about licenses, commons, intellectual property rights and must have a deep knowledge of different public’s needs. Things that are somehow obscure for most academics. Such a misalignment is quite evident in our case study.

3.1. Open Science and the academic profession: the case of training for Research Data Management

This complex, layered nature of open science makes it both theoretically and empirically difficult to disentangle its various domains. It is therefore, hard to identify an entry-point where all these different elements may be simultaneously observed. We then decided to isolate a specific practice of open science in which the link between these different domains could emerge, and the consequences on the academic profession could be spotted: the Research Data Management (RDM). We focus on one case study about training in RDM, the project Open Badge Ecosystem for the Recognition of Skills in Research Data Management and Sharing (OBERRED). We participated in this project in order to deliver training to academics on RDM through open education means within an open ecosystem and employing an open skill recognition system.

The OBERRED project will be used to underline, first, how the specific practice of RDM intertwines with all the school of thoughts of the theoretical framework on open science described above (Fecher and Friesike, 2014), second how RDM in open science remodels the academic profession, and, finally, how RDM demands new skills. The project\(^10\) aims at identifying the competences mobilized in RDM processes and making them available to the science communities through the development of open educational resources. ‘Education and skills’ are in fact one of the eight pillars of Open Science identified by the European Commission. By conducting this project, the ways in which RDM practices lay in the intersection of people, things, and values clearly emerged.

A first issue concerns the identification of how people define what research data are, and this affects scholars, publishers, stakeholders, and citizens differently. The first notion of data is, in fact,

---


\(^9\) In 2020, because of the pandemic crisis and the social pressure, the average open data maturity score of the EU27 countries is increased of 10 percentage points compared to 2019 with a widening of the ‘trend setter’ and ‘fast tracking’ countries clusters.

\(^10\) The project is funded by Erasmus+ (GA 2019-1-FR01-KA203-) and led by the University of Nice. University Federico II of Naples is one of the partner organization.
related to where they come from (Research Information Network, 2008), but this may sharply vary between domains, and therefore between scholars, and also between other stakeholders interested in research data (e.g. citizens). To put it simply, the concept of data can change in relation to its recipient. Data may differ also for technological aspects that depend on how they have been collected and stored electronically through software, platforms and from other material actants (e.g. data protocols, FAIR principles, etc.). In other words, the mediation of things changes the concept of data identification and definition, playing an agency role. Finally, the definition of data may be sustained by specific values. For instance, the link between data and data life cycle (which distinguish between input data (microdata) process data (metadata) and output data (macrodata) ) is clearly inspired by the need for reproducibility and research integrity (Merton, 1942). While the idea of the same data being the research outputs or inputs alternative to new hypotheses, policies, and scientific discoveries is clearly inspired by social impact and research responsiveness. Therefore, when practicing RDM concretely, the differences between the school of thoughts that support open science blur, making RDM a very cross-sectional practice that takes into account democratic as well as pragmatic outlooks, infrastructure and measurement stances as well as ethical, deliberative and public ones.

In addition, RDM is critical in order to reach a common definition of research data. For OBERRED participants it meant it was necessary to adapt the theoretical definitions already existing in its own domains with the practical processes followed in the collection, storage, management, and dissemination of research data. Moreover, the lack of controlled vocabularies and ontologies, as well as of semantic techniques to related data, is a sensitive issue in disciplines such as Social Sciences, and an evident barrier to interoperability and reuse of research data as recently stated by the RDA Social Sciences & Humanities Research Data Interest Group (2021)\textsuperscript{11}.

In such a (still domain-based) ecosystem, the definition of skills related to RDM in open science is quite challenging. We can refer to the European Charter for Researchers (ECR)\textsuperscript{12}, a set of 41 general principles and requirements approved in 2005 which specify the roles, responsibilities, and entitlements of researchers. The ECR has been revisited because of open science by introducing new skills (O’ Carrol et al. 2017). For example, communication abilities are becoming pivotal when communicating findings in a comprehensible way, to different public audiences (e.g., citizens), and so managerial expertise that could transform research outputs in policy inputs for institutional and commercial practices. Also, political capabilities are required to address research responsibility and responsiveness in a governance context. To define what RDM is, who impacts on, and what skills should mobilize at what level, remains a tangled question. Also, when we compared three skills frameworks: the European Standard Classification of Occupations (ESCO), the Research Data Alliance, and the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC) we noted a sharp cultural mismatch between the space of policies and that of practices.

In response to funder mandates, the academic research community still needs to build a data culture (Aragona & De Rosa, 2018), especially as research support requirements grow, and open science practices develop. And this data culture is something that needs to be constructed also “from

\textsuperscript{11} https://www.rd-alliance.org/groups/social-science-research-data-ig

\textsuperscript{12} https://euraxess.ec.europa.eu/jobs/charter/european-charter
below”, trying to engage all the stakeholders in the ecosystem, including citizens. The OBERRED project is a step toward the construction of this culture, but there is still much to do to fully understand what kind of consequences open science is generating, in the short, medium, and long term. The impact of open science on the academic profession should then be scrutinized in a more comprehensive way, with an organic research agenda.

4. An open conclusion and a research agenda

In an over simplified research approach two principles of differentiation organized the academic profession: one separating academics according to their main activities (research or teaching); another drawing territory around the different tribes (Becher, 1994), constituted by the disciplines and sub-disciplines. However, as emerged, for example, in the biography of Pasteur by Latour (2001), many academics were involved in several activities (to build what Latour (1987) and Callon (1989) would describe as «socio-technical networks») functional for their careers, and in turn for their scientific reputation. Bourdieu (1978) distinguished between pure scientific careers and careers built on a participation in the management of science, but at his time other activities were necessary, although they were not expected and not explicitly rewarded. The affirmation of open science seems to affect the academic profession in at least two ways, firstly with the diversification of academic activities, furthermore with the introduction of emergent and more hybrid academic roles, a multi-profiles research identity. Several policy frameworks emphasize the hybrid role of scientists equipped with skills which are often acquired in other activities and/or in other curricula or which are built on digital services provided by other professionals (EOSC 2021). Therefore, academic roles are more and more interrelated, and the process of change becomes a systemic question involving all actors and actants.

To be clear, these changes are part of a wider transition of the academic profession that relates to digitization (Decuyper, Simons, 2014) and with progressive rationalization of higher education institutions (Trela, 2012) that is taking shape in standardized performance evaluation (Espeland, Sauder, 2016). Digitization has affected the working lives and identities of academics (Lupton, 2015) and transformed many aspects of higher institutions (Williamson, 2018). The academic profession is also being re-modelled by the global process of rationalization which impacts on academic autonomy and identity. However, what is disruptive in open science is that it can intertwine these two concurring changes in a comprehensive narrative that blends the ethos of digital transformation with that of managerial rationalization into various aspects of at least three main levels: things (infrastructures, devices, techniques, etc.), values (democratization, replicability, efficiency, etc.), and people (researchers, employees, citizens etc.).

So far the Open Science paradigm seems deeply rooted in a co-evolutionary contest, which affects technologies, science, and epistemologies. The open paradigm is born from the availability of technology, but technology development largely depends on the changing academic culture and on the spreading of research results. Talking about the emergence of digital information infrastructures, Borgman, in fact, argued that:
“Some contend that these changes are revolutionary and will change the world; others argue that the changes are evolutionary, and that individuals and organizations will incorporate networked information technologies into their practices just as they incorporated many earlier media and technologies. [...] I take the view that these changes are neither revolutionary nor evolutionary but somewhere in between: that they are co-evolutionary” (Borgman, 2007, p. 30).

Due to its co-evolutionary nature and despite all the positive narratives on open science, the promising idea of open science comes with a multitude of challenges, which need to be addressed to help this paradigm unfold and see how it will change academia. The advantages for the system are communicated both clearly and convincingly, but some risks may still be envisaged.

Open science culture has developed with big players setting the agenda. The idea of open science as a unique framework, guided by research funders may diminish the role of the specific forms of disciplinary knowledge and cultural diversity. In addition, the idea of reproducibility by default is intriguing, but not free from risks. Open research data, and open collaboration in the forms of open peer review and open research through collaboration, may sometimes hide an impulse towards the application of a market-oriented vision of science, with results being used only as products, shared with our peers on a convenience basis. A kind of managerialism of science or, in other words, the application of new public management to the scientific career (De Lourdes Machado-Taylor et al., 2017). Mirowski (2018) argues that «the open science movement is an artifact of the current neoliberal regime of science, one that reconfigures both the institutions and the nature of knowledge so as to better conform to market imperatives». Indeed, the emphasis on transparency does not eliminate the opacity of research governance. While research may be perceived as open and transparent, the digital infrastructures, the algorithms that run on digital repositories, and the frameworks adopted, may instead, as every socio-material entity, be rather opaque (Star, 1999), especially for academic researchers who have not been trained and accustomed to open science policies, procedures, and infrastructures.

In other words, open science is mainly characterized as a top-down approach, basically routed by funding institutions which have met some expectations of open access debate. Many steps forward have been made and several open initiatives raised all over the world. Have they really changed the academic work? How deeply? and in what directions? The impression is that much is still needing to be explored; looking at implications and latent effects of a concept that (despite the huge effort in creating a policy rhetorical set) is non-mainstream in every scientific field.

However, as it has happened in other human activities, the development of social media tools is also changing the professional ecosystem from bottom-up by creating a sharing culture. Platforms, such as Research Gate, already introduced a kind of ‘sharing factor’ in terms of reads, citations, recommendations, and total research interest as alternative metrics impacting on scholar reputation and research effectiveness as well. In other words, the open science paradigm is finding its own way, despite the official policy frameworks. At this point, new research directions concerning the dimension of micro-practices and methods are needed. These directions are all related to the changing of the academic profession that affect daily work, the way it is intended and the challenges it poses, and finally the role of researchers and science in the public sphere.
To introduce these micro-practices dimension, J. Dewey's work on the nature of the formation and transfer of knowledge in the process of scientific investigation comes to our aid (1958). For the well-known philosopher, the process of knowledge is contingent, that is, inscribed in the social context and bound to the intersubjective agreement between those who participate in various capacities. It is this agreement that gives the process the legitimacy it needs to reiterate it over time. Created to define that group of people involved in the scientific investigation process, the community of inquiry theory provided the opportunity to review the paradigms on the transmission of knowledge in terms of participation in an open community of investigation. The community of inquiry is a bottom-up model. In fact, according to the cited Open Science Monitor, researchers usually share research protocols, material, and data with the communities they belong to. They consider this step as a preliminary and necessary assessment stage. This is normal behavior for researchers who help in gaining peer recognition and social legitimacy. The same holds true for the claim for access to established findings and data that is usually granted at the level of author requests in the ‘Onion Model’ (Bowman, Keen 2018). However, the claim for reproducibility as an ‘extension of certified knowledge’ remains a questionable issue. As Chen (2018) has argued:

"The reuse of research results as a goal, requires the adoption of new research practices during the data analysis process. Such practices need to be tailored to the needs of each given discipline with its own research environment, culture, and idiosyncrasies. Services and tools should be developed with the idea of meshing seamlessly with existing research procedures, encouraging the pursuit of reusability as a natural part of researchers’ daily work. In this way, the generated research products are more likely to be useful when shared openly" (Chen, 2018, p. 113).

In this respect, openness is not enough. If sharing is the goal that the research should aim at, then it requires the adoption of a proactive approach from the very beginning of the research process, considering the whole scientific community at large as a community of inquiry. Some questions can be raised at this point. The first question that should be investigated concerns the possible emancipation of researchers from the communities they belong to. Open science has a strong normative nature, it exercises a prescriptive pressure at the individual and collective level in somehow bypassing the epistemic communities. For example, the ‘platformization’ (Wilkinson et al., 2016; Van Dijck, Poell, De Waal, 2018) of research through extended data infrastructure, common research protocols, open access repositories, and social platforms such as ResearchGate or Academia.edu is thus changing scholar micro-practices enlarging (and disintermediating ) the environment in which they operate. For example, the growing referencing to altmetric factors in researchers CV, blog, or others informal writings is a clear demonstration of such a process of disintermediation to show scholarly media and public interest, or to emphasize the use of research in policy documents or other official publications. All information which may not appear in the conventional citation databases (Ayris et al., 2018).

In this context, what role are the epistemic communities going to play (Normand, 2016)? Under what conditions can the corroboration of research results be a seamless system of inward/outward processes? How is open science going to disrupt traditional hierarchies and cultures?

The second question concerns research integrity pre-registration to workflow and report of findings. Research integrity is also a matter of trust and reciprocity, definition of research background
and foreground, a system of non-written rules sedimented by, and routed into the academic culture during centuries of scientific dissemination and research praxis. Epistemic communities and editorial staff have played an active role in controlling and contrasting plagiarism. How will open science constitutionalize the new research environment? How might a system of rules arise between human and non-human actors? How do you transform trust and reciprocity from a value system into a set of performative actions?

The third question concerns the publishing practice (Heller et al., 2013). For a long time, publishing has been the main assessment criterion for researcher careers, a parameter and incentive for his/her productivity (O’Carrol, 2017). The open science regime requires researchers to change the focus of their activity, shifting their attention towards the sharing process and its correct management. How much will the open science regime affect the ‘publish or perish’ approach? Will new and dynamic publication formats emerge as forms of temporary recognition of compliance within the open science regime?

To conclude, open science is all about methods: accessing, sharing, assembling, pre-registering, reproducing and publishing are all the performative verbs identifying a specific set of actions connected to the process of standardization. But what is at the very core of the debate concerning open science is the science-society relationship. Opening the culture of scientific methods, the whole science instrumentation, is perceived in fact as a changing paradigm in knowledge accumulation which acquire a second dimension: its belonging to the public domain. Science is then called to act in the media sphere, to take part in the public debate to gain legitimation, cognition, and social acceptability (Lakomý et al., 2019), as is happening in the case of the Pandemic. Clearly, the two dimensions (standardization and mediatization) need to be addressed.

While standardization (requiring a formalization language and a strong pressure for conformity) is the only way to make processes comparable and interoperable in nature, mediatization changes the inner logic of scientific organizations called to act on an uncertain terrain, where science is debatable. This is the space where the accountability of the world meets alternative epistemologies of science. How open can this space be?
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